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The architecture of business has also changed. This as marginal applications and innovative software solutions can build into new business models. Think for instance that in today's post-industrial society a taxi company can grow internationally without owning a single car (Uber), the biggest global software vendors have written very little of the code they actually sell (Google Play Store, Apple App Store), the largest accommodation provider has no real estate (Airbnb), global telephone companies own no infrastructure (Skype, WeChat, WasApp, FaceTime), while the most valuable retailers have little or no inventory (Alibaba, Amazon) and the most popular media owners create no content (Facebook, Twitter, Reddit) . One would be tempted to suggest assets are no longer important for revenue generation in the new millennium. Yet all of these businesses build on reliable and accessible infrastructure (such as telecommunications or electricity generation which are both characterized by large capital investments). Thus we must not get carried away, as there is more to competitive advantage than innovative software or simple differentiation.
Industry has coined the term "Millenials" to denote all those born and raised while considering the Internet a fact of life. Hence, to the extent that business organizations and people leave a digital "footprint" systematic studies of business (and the people that populate them) must now encompass those resources, the practices through which they are generated, as well as the motivation to generate them. More so as society has seen a fundamental transformation. Fifty or so years after bank credit cards were issued outside of the United States for the first time, today no-one raises an eyebrow to the rather mundane fact that a piece of plastic enables the transfer of value. At the same time, the companies and financial institutions involved in this industry have grown into significant multinational corporations.
o Generic (i.e. category of a resource such as a database, an activity as using a page in Facebook, blogging or using Wikipedia in teaching).  Review: In 800 to 15,000 words describe its contents while discussing its strengths, weaknesses, why it is innovative and the opportunities (or threats) it opens to the scholarly community around JESB.
Not each and every one of these will be appropriate for all the possible resources, resource combinations and their application to research, teaching and impact. But is a start.
So what is the journey? The goal is to assess the potential of online resources (either as a producer or consumer of these) to further our understanding of business organizations, their people and their practices. The expression of this potential is not limited to a discussion of sources for systematic study or to satisfy intellectual curiosity but it is open to discuss and This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-No Derivatives License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/), which permits non-comercial re-use and distribution, provided the original work is properly cited, and is not altered or transformed in any way.
